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‘The invaluable care management system 
designed to transform your record keeping’

“Implementing CMS had some  
unforeseen advantages for our 
homes. It’s brought a real discipline 
into our business: it systematically 
records all jobs and staff have to 
write a note and complete records”
  – Coombe Dingle Care Home

“CMS has been so useful for  
detailed  investigations such as 
complaints or inquests. So much 
information is stored within  
daily records that we can use  
it for evidence”
–  Excel Care

“We decided to take advantage  
of the  30 day free trial and within 
three hours  I had the software  
installed on the server  and  
operating on all PC’s and laptops 
 within our home”    
– St Omer Care Home



Ablyss CMS Desktop is the flagship product in the 
CMS suite and has been designed to manage your  
day-to-day care and staffing needs. It has a clear  
edge over other products, offering user friendly  
features and a highly customisable format. 

The Ablyss Care Management System (CMS) is a user 
friendly software system which has been specifically 
developed for the care sector. 

We offer a suite of products designed to manage the day  
to day running of a residential care home each designed 
with your residents and staff in mind.

This versatile suite of products manages care plans, risk 
assessments and reviews through to absence tracking, 
training and rotas. Our software is fully supported and  
continually updated to comply with industry regulations  
and our support team is on hand to help with any  
queries you may have.

The three core products are Ablyss CMS Desktop,  
Ablyss CMS Touch and Ablyss CMS Tablet.

Key Features:

• All products included in license fee
• Each application is designed for a different area  

within the home
• Specifically developed to help you comply with  

industry regulations
• Transforms record keeping
• Tailor made system for the care industry
• Fully customisable to your own requirements
• Can be used in different residential environments  

including learning difficulties, elderly care planning  
and mental health care.

Key Features:

• Records resident admission and discharge details
• Care planning and risk assessments
• Complete historical trail of evaluations
• Shift handover and daily reminders
• Medical notes and body map charting
• Individual & home diaries
• Messaging system
• Accident & incident analysis
• Risk & absence tracking
• Training & employee reviews.

Ablyss CMS Ablyss CMS Desktop

The Ablyss CMS Tablet app has been designed  
to run on Android™ devices and has the huge  
advantage of giving the carer a portable device  
allowing you to record your daily care notes on  
a tablet as and when they happen.

Key Features:

• Lightweight and portable
• Tablet app is included in your license fee
• Work offline if the network range is limited  

and  synchronise your data later
• Tablets are much more cost effective than  

traditional PC’s 
• Tablets offer extended battery life
• The screen size offers clearer presentation of data  

and is more receptive to user touch.

Ablyss CMS Tablet

Ablyss CMS Touch is a Windows™ based touch
screen system which works particularly well when  
the computer is in a fixed location either on a work 
top or fixed to the wall. The screen can also be linked 
to a keyboard.

Key Features:

• Developed specifically for care assistants
• The touch screen is easily accessible by all staff
• Set templates speed up the time spent recording  

information, by alleviating the need to type
• The screen can be linked to an external keyboard  

and is mains powered
• The machines tend to be more powerful and robust 

than their handheld counterparts.
• Designed for use in a fixed location by multiple  

operators.

Ablyss CMS Touch


